Valosin-containing protein (VCP)-associated disease caused by mutations in the VCP gene includes combinations of a phenotypically heterogeneous group of disorders such as hereditary inclusion body myopathy, Paget’s disease of bone, frontotemporal dementia and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Currently, there are no effective treatments for VCP myopathy or dementia. VCP mouse models carrying the common R155H mutation include several of the features typical of the human disease. In our previous investigation, VCPR155H/R155H homozygous mice exhibited progressive weakness and accelerated pathology prior to their early demise. Herein, we report that feeding pregnant VCPR155H/+ heterozygous dams with a lipid-enriched diet (LED) results in the reversal of the lethal phenotype in VCPR155H/R155H homozygous offspring. We examined the effects of this diet on homozygous and wild-type mice from birth until 9 months of age. The LED regimen improved survival, motor activity, muscle pathology and the autophagy cascade. A targeted lipidomic analysis of skeletal muscle and liver revealed elevations in tissue levels of non-esterified palmitic acid and ceramide (d18:1/16:0), two lipotoxic substances, in the homozygous mice. The ability to reverse lethality, increase survival, and ameliorate myopathy and lipids deficits in the VCPR155H/R155H homozygous animals suggests that lipid supplementation may be a promising therapeutic strategy for patients with VCP-associated neurodegenerative diseases.

INTRODUCTION

Hereditary inclusion body myopathy, Paget’s disease of bone, and frontotemporal dementia (IBMPFD) caused by mutations in the VCP gene is associated with weakness and atrophy of skeletal, pelvic and shoulder girdle muscles in 90% of individuals (1–4). Affected individuals exhibit scapular winging, progressive muscle weakness and die from cardiac and respiratory failure (1,5). Histologically, patients display rimmed vacuoles and TAR DNA-Binding Protein-43 (TDP-43)-positive, ubiquitinated inclusion bodies in muscles (1,5–7). Variable phenotypes include limb girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).

VCP disease is increasingly being recognized, with ≈50% of affected individuals. VCP, a member of the type II AAA+ ATPase family, plays important roles in a plethora of cellular activities. Mutations in VCP are primarily within the N-terminal domain, which is involved in ubiquitin binding and protein–protein interactions. Our recent microarray studies in muscle indicate that multiple signaling pathways are dysregulated in patients with VCP-associated inclusion body myopathy, which include abnormalities in the actin cytoskeleton, ErbB signaling, cancer, regulation of autophagy and lysosomal signaling transduction cascades (8). Previous studies in patient myoblasts have implicated autophagy in the pathogenesis of VCP-associated disease (9,10).

Autophagy occurs through a multi-step mechanism regulated by autophagy-related proteins and is responsible for degrading...
and recycling defective organelles and maintaining cellular homeostasis. Inhibition of this process plays a critical role in the pathogenesis of several inherited myopathies (11). VCP plays a critical role in mediating protein degradation, a highly significant process for terminally differentiated cells. This protein is involved in the retro-translocation of misfolded endoplasmic reticulum (ER) proteins, and failure in its activity results in defective endoplasmic reticulum-associated degradation and ER stress responses. Autophagic degradation is thought to contribute to Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s diseases, among other neurodegenerative diseases, as well as in inflammatory disorders. Impaired autophagic degradation contributes to the pathogenesis of other human myopathies such as Danon disease (12), Pompe disease (13), sporadic inclusion body myositis (sIBM) (14) and Paget’s disease of bone (PDB) (15). Mutations in the Sequestosome 1 (SQSTM1) gene, which targets ubiquitinated protein aggregates for lysosomal degradation, have been associated with 10% of sporadic PDB, 50% of familial PDB cases and recently with ALS (16–21). Mitophagy, selective autophagy of mitochondria, is an important control mechanism that mediates the removal of damaged mitochondria in cells, whereby defects in this process have been implicated in neurodegeneration. VCP plays a critical role in maintaining mitochondrial quality and dynamics in the PINK1/Parkin pathway, whereby pathogenic mutations in VCP lead to an impairment in proteasome-dependent degradation (22) and induce mitochondrial uncoupling and reduced ATP levels in human neuroblastoma cells (23).

We have generated a novel neomycin cassette-free knock-in mouse model with the common disease-related R155H VCP mutation (VCP<sup>R155H</sup>), which has features of human VCP-associated myopathy including progressive muscle, bone, spinal cord and brain pathology (24). The VCP<sup>R155H</sup> heterozygous mice demonstrate similar pathological characteristics observed in patients, however, have a slow rate of progression (24,25). Therefore, we developed the R155H homozygous (VCPR155H/R155H) mouse model to investigate VCP disease pathogenesis and monitor responses to therapeutic strategies. VCPR155H/R155H homozygous mice exhibit progressive weakness prior to their early demise as well as accelerated pathology in skeletal muscle, spinal cord, brain and heart (26).

In the present study, we investigated the effects of a lipid-enriched diet (LED) on the VCPR<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> homozygous mice. These mice appeared healthy, active and lived for several months rather than the maximum 21-day survival observed in mice fed a normal chow diet. The results suggest that LED administration may offer a novel treatment platform to slow down the progression of VCP-associated myopathies.

**RESULTS**

**LED rescues homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals**

Placing pregnant VCPR<sup>R155H/+</sup> heterozygote dams on a LED to increase their litter size led to the serendipitous finding of the homozygote rescue and survival. We monitored the weights and survival of the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> homozygous and wild-type (WT) mice on a LED (2019 × Teklad Global Rodent Diet) versus their littermates on a normal diet (ND) (2020 × Teklad Global Rodent Diet). VCPR<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice fed a ND weighed an average of 6.97 g by 15 and 6.92 g by 21 days of age. The WT mice on a ND weighed an average of 8.63 g at 15 days, 11.35 g at 21 days, 18.85 g at 1 month, 23.10 g at 2 months, 28.40 g at 3 months, 27.95 g at 4 months and 34.55 g at 9 months of age, respectively. Blood ketone and glucose levels were assessed in these mice and did not show any significant differences between groups. VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals on a LED depicted decreased adiposity, averaging 7.24 g by 15 days, 7.90 g by 21 days, 12.44 g by 1 month, 19.97 g by 2 months, 21.20 g by 3 months, 21.68 g by 4 months and 25.41 g by 9 months of age, respectively (Fig. 1A). In comparison, the WT animals on a LED revealed an accumulation of encapsulated adipose tissue, averaging 10.28 g by 15 days, 13.68 g by 21 days, 19.62 g by 1 month, 25.72 g by 2 months, 31.73 g by 3 months, 34.20 g by 4 months and 46.58 g by 9 months of age, respectively. Grip strength measurements were performed in the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> and WT animals on a LED and demonstrated significant improvement in muscle strengths (Fig. 1B). VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> homozygous mice on a ND did not survive until weaning and were too weak for strength measurements (P < 0.05). The Kaplan–Meier survival rate among homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals improved drastically on the LED versus their littermates on the ND (P ≤ 0.001) (Fig. 1C); however, the diet did not completely reverse the lethality. There was no considerable difference in survival between WT animals on the ND and the LED.

To assess the short-term and long-term effects of LED, we performed histological analysis of quadriceps muscle in homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> and WT littersmates. Homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice on the ND showed centrally localized nuclei, increased endomysial space between the muscle fibers and abnormal mitochondrial pathology as shown previously (26). In contrast, Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining of quadriceps muscles from VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals on a LED at 3 weeks of age showed a significant improvement in muscle architecture (Fig. 1E) when compared with homozygotes on a ND (Fig. 1D). The 4-month- and 9-month-old VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals, however, displayed progressive pathology of muscle fibers on the LED including centrally localized nuclei and increased endomysial space between the fibers (Fig. 1F and G). This pathology was comparable with that seen in the heterozygote VCP<sup>R155H/+</sup> at 15 months (24), suggesting that homozygote VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice fed a LED regimen may prove to be a useful tool for developing therapeutic strategies for VCP disease.

**Electrodiagnostic studies reveal muscle improvement in the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice**

Previously, we reported electromyography (EMG) evidence of acute and chronic denervation in the heterozygote VCP<sup>R155H/+</sup> mice (24.98 months ± 0.41) (25). These changes included abnormal spontaneous activity in the form of both fibrillation and fasci- culation potentials and reduction in recruitment and interference patterns. Homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals fed a ND showed motor unit abnormalities with reduced recruitment and interference (all traces are done at sensitivity of 100 microvolts and sweep of 10 ms). In contrast, the homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals fed a LED showed motor units that approximated to those seen in the WT animals at 3 weeks of age (Fig. 2). WT ND and WT LED animals presented normal motor unit activation in response to noxious stimuli applied at the paws (Fig. 2A and B).
VCPR155H/R155H animals on a ND showed marked spontaneous activity (fibrillations) and sparse motor units of mixed morphology, suggestive of severe dropout of units (Fig. 2C). VCPR155H/R155H animals on a LED showed marked recovery of these units (Fig. 2D); the size of the units qualitatively was smaller than the WT, suggesting possible myopathic changes, but represented marked improvement over the ND-fed homozygote animals (Fig. 2D). These data are summarized in Fig. 2E.

**Autophagy is stimulated in VCPR155H/R155H mice on LED**

We have previously identified a dysfunction in the autophagic signaling cascade through accumulation of autophagy intermediates, such as protein p62/SQSTM1 and Light Chain LC3-I/II, in VCPR155H/R155H animals versus their WT littermates (17). Autophagy was monitored by detection of endogenous LC3-I/II modification, ubiquitin-positive and p62-positive inclusions in the quadriceps of these mice. In comparison with the VCPR155H/R155H mice at 3 weeks of age on the ND (Fig. 3A, C, E, respectively), the LED-fed VCPR155H/R155H mice displayed an overall decrease in ubiquitinated proteins (Fig. 3B), a decrease in LC3-I expression followed by an increased conversion to LC3-II (Fig. 3D) and a decrease in p62 expression levels (Fig. 3F), suggesting an improvement of the autophagic process. Furthermore, we examined the TDP-43 aggregates (nuclear to cytoplasmic translocation) in
the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals versus their WT littermates. At 3 weeks of age, the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice on a LED showed nuclear TDP-43 expression, which is suggestive of a reduced pathological phenotype (Fig. 3G and H). Western blot and densitometric analyses of ubiquitin, LC3-I/II, p62 and TDP-43 confirmed these significant findings in the WT and VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals (Fig. 3I). Remarkably, a decrease in LC3-I expression was observed followed by an increased conversion to LC3-II. Distribution levels of VCP expression were comparable in quadriceps muscles of WT and VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals (data not shown).

**Mitochondrial complex analysis in VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice**

To examine the effects of LED on the mitochondrial complexes of WT and homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals, we performed mitochondrial assays. Identification of oxidative and non-oxidative fibers is used in assessing mitochondrial pathology. Trichrome Gomori staining revealed mitochondrial myopathy (‘ragged red fibers’ and fiber degeneration) in the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice on the ND, but not in the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice on the LED (Fig. 4A and B). Compared with 3-week-old WT littermates on an ND which depicted a normal ‘checkered’ pattern, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) staining of homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice quadriceps on the ND revealed a decrease in Type II fibers (lighter fibers), suggestive of neuropathic myopathy (Fig. 4C). VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> homozygous mice on the LED revealed an increase in Type II fibers, suggestive of a reduction in neuropathic myopathy on a LED (Fig. 4D). Compared with 3-week-old WT littermates on a ND (Fig. 4E), succinic dehydrogenase (SDH) staining revealed a significant increase in positive SDH Type I fibers in the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice fed a LED, suggestive of a higher oxidative capacity (Fig. 4F). Generation of lipid granules was not
noticeable in WT mice by Oil Red O staining; however, the VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} quadriceps of ND mice showed small lipid granules in a scattered pattern (Fig. 4G). WT and VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice on the LED did not reveal lipid accumulation (Fig. 4H).

**LED prevents Paget-like lesions in VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice and kyphosis**

To further characterize the bone pathology, we analyzed WT and VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice on a LED versus ND at 3 weeks of age by microtomography (microCT) imaging. To examine the effects of LED on the kyphosis in the WT and homozygous VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} animals, we examined the cervical and thoracic spine curvatures as measured by the angles. The curvatures of the thoracic and cervical spines were significantly reduced in the 3-week-old VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice on the LED when compared with the 3-week-old VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice on the ND (P values for thoracic kyphosis \( P \leq 0.007 \) and cervical kyphosis \( P \leq 0.005 \)) (Fig. 5 and Table 1). Kyphosis was also observed in the 4-month- and 9-month-old VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice on the LED when compared with the WT mice (Fig. 5A–H) suggestive of the progressive neuromuscular pathology. Close inspection of the long hind limb bones revealed lucencies of the proximal tibiae in the VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice on the ND at 3 weeks of age, suggestive of PDB (Fig. 5I) (25). Remarkably, the LED significantly reduced the number of Paget-like lesions in the VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice at 3 weeks of age (0.005) (Fig. 5L and Q). However, progressive enlarged and bony lytic lesions were observed in most of the VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice at 4 months and 9 months of age on the LED diet suggesting that PDB cannot be entirely prevented (Fig. 5N, P and Q right panels, arrows). VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice on an ND at 4- and 9-months of age could not be compared as they do not survive past 21 days of age.

**Targeted lipidomic analyses of the VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} and WT animals**

To investigate the metabolic consequences of VCP-associated disease on the normal and LEDs, we performed a targeted lipidomic analysis on skeletal muscle quadriceps and liver tissues in homozygous VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} and WT mice. The first notable result of our analyses was that muscle tissue of VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice on an ND contained significantly higher levels of non-esterified palmitic acid (Fig. 6A; Supplementary material, Table S1), a known lipotoxic fatty acid. Importantly, the amount of palmitic acid in VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice was significantly reduced by the LED, with the levels approaching the levels found in WT mice fed an ND. VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice fed an ND also displayed elevated levels of ceramide (d18:1/16:0) compared with WT mice fed the same diet. As seen with palmitic acid, exposure to the LED normalized ceramide levels in VCP\textsuperscript{R155H/R155H} mice (Fig. 6B). Palmitic acid, but not ceramide (d18:1/16:0), was also
significantly elevated in the liver of VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice fed an ND, relative to the WT mice (Fig. 6C and D). Moreover, TUNEL analysis showed that exogenous ceramide caused a dose-dependent stimulation of apoptosis in fibroblasts from both VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> and WT mice (Fig. 6E). Overall, these results indicate that systemic alterations in lipid metabolism may underlie the muscle-specific pathology of VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> knock-in mice. Thus, feeding with LED is sufficient to normalize the lipid abnormalities, further highlighting their pathological relevance.

**DISCUSSION**

Despite intense investigations, the discovery of effective novel therapeutics and the disease mechanisms underlying VCP-associated myopathies and neurodegenerative disorders remain elusive. The homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mouse model has an accelerated pathology of the muscle, brain and spinal cord and is lethal typically by 21 days of age (26). High-fat diets provide powerful therapeutic platforms for many diverse neurological disorders including Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease, neural trauma, autism, multiple sclerosis, ALS and epilepsies (27–32). Studies have also demonstrated amelioration of neurological deficits, regulation of autophagy flux, skeletal muscle homeostasis and a reduction of mitochondrial myopathies in mice fed a LED (33–35). One study examined the effects of ketogenic diet (KD) on the features of children with drug therapy-resistant epilepsy and discovered that KD significantly reduces the frequency of epileptic discharges and demonstrates good clinical efficacy (36). Similarly,
another study examining the effects of KD in patients with argininosuccinate lyase deficiency showed no metabolic derangement and is well tolerated in patients treated with a protein restriction (37). In animal models, several reports have demonstrated the neuroprotective properties of the KD (38,39).

In our attempts to understand the progressive course of the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> homozygous phenotype, we monitored the weights, muscle strength and quadriceps muscles in animals on normal and LEDs. Most significantly, we were able to reverse the lethal phenotype by 21 days of age and increase the survival rate in VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice by placing pregnant dams on LED. Homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals demonstrated normal histology of quadriceps muscle fibers at 3 weeks of age and a slower progression of the disease in the survivors on the LED. A significant improvement in muscle strength measurements in the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals on the LED versus their age-matched littermates placed on the ND was observed. However, the LED did not prevent fatal progression of the disease in the mutant VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice. The LED regimen did not show any detrimental effects on VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice which did not develop obesity, whereas there was significant weight gain in WT mice, mostly accumulated as layers of adipose tissue. The VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mutant mice on a ND depicted a lower number of SDH- and NADH-stained Type II fibers and higher mitochondrial density in their muscle tissues, whereas the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mutant mice on LED showed amelioration of the mitochondrial pathology.

Literature has suggested that high-fat diet ameliorates neurological deficits caused by defective lipid metabolism (33). A report by Koga et al. (2010) has demonstrated altered lipid composition/content inhibits autophagosome/lysosome vesicular fusion (40). One of the major effects observed in the ND is lipid accumulation in skeletal muscle, which may possibly be due to an imbalance between energy intake and expenditure caused by a number of transduction pathways. These signaling cascades could possibly lead to increased uptake of fatty acids into the muscle from circulation or defective muscle mitochondrial metabolism (35). In this report, analyses performed on quadriceps muscles of 3-week-old homozygous mice revealed significant differences in the histological, biochemical and metabolic lipidomic parameters. Compared with WT animals on a ND, the homozygous VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> animals had an increase in uptake of higher free fatty acids (16:0, 18:1 and 18:2) in the quadriceps muscles. These increased fatty acids, especially...
palmitic acid (16:0) and ceramide (d18:1/16:0) within the quadriceps and liver tissues, suggest lipotoxicity, compromised skeletal muscle homeostasis, impaired mitochondrial metabolism and autophagy. However, maternal and early feeding of pups with a LED significantly resulted in a reduction of palmitic acid and ceramide levels in both quadriceps and liver of VCPR155H/R155H animals, restoring levels to almost those seen in WT mice. A possible explanation for the improved pathology is that the LED results in a decrease in palmitic acid and ceramide levels, which are known to cause lipotoxicity, apoptosis, necrotic cell death and autophagy. Palmitic acid is known to induce cellular dysfunction, cell death and lysosomal dysfunction in hepatocytes, cardiomyocytes, pancreatic beta cells and several other cell types (41). Studies have demonstrated that palmitate causes multiple ER stress responses and early induction of the Akt pathway. Palmitate modulates intracellular signaling causing cellular stress leading to increased autophagic and apoptotic signaling cascades (41). Similarly, ceramides are sphingosine-based lipid messengers known to interfere with insulin growth factor-1 (IGF-1)/insulin signaling, thereby resulting in decreased expression and activation of Akt, leading to several consequences (42–44). Increased ceramide production may contribute to myofiber atrophy, whereby ceramide inhibits IGF-1 induced protein synthesis and differentiation, in turn inhibiting muscular growth and repair mechanisms. In vitro, ceramide inhibits IGF-1 protein synthesis and expression of MyoD and myogenin, thereby resulting in reduced myoblast differentiation and fusion into myotubes (45). In myotubes, ceramide induces apoptosis, oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction. Ceramide in brains may lead to Alzheimer’s disease and motor neuron death in ALS (46,47). Here, we provide evidence that these lipids possibly act as culprits in our VCP mouse model as evidenced by the ceramide treatment in fibroblasts. In vitro studies performed on the homoygote VCPR155H/R155H and WT fibroblasts showed that increased levels of ceramide resulted in dose-dependent apoptosis, with an increased effect in the homozygotes. It is possible that increased ceramide levels observed in the homoygote quadriceps on a ND may be contributing to the muscle and bone pathology. Collectively, the ability of the LED to reduce ceramide levels in VCPR155H/R155H mice suggests a potentially protective effect against fatty acid-induced lipotoxicity and therapeutic effects by allowing mechanisms of repair and growth of skeletal muscle tissue. It seems likely that other mechanistic pathways, such as modification of autophagy, may also play a role in the prolonged survival of the homozygous mice.

Autophagy is a critical catabolic process necessary for cell growth, development and homeostatic levels of cellular products, and more recently a role in regulating glucose metabolism has been identified. Evidence suggests a molecular link between autophagy and cellular metabolism (48,49) and thus, is important in times of survival during fasting and for reprogramming of cell metabolism (49). Studies have demonstrated the importance of autophagy in maintaining protein homeostasis and quality control of cellular milieu. However, mechanisms underlying neurodegeneration owing to autophagy dysfunction remain unknown. In our study, the 3-week-old VCPR155H/R155H homozygous animals on a LED demonstrated decreased expression levels of p62/SQSTM1, ubiquitin and LC3 autophagy intermediates in muscle compared with 3-week-old VCPR155H/R155H homozygous littermates on a ND, thereby suggesting an improvement in the functionality of the autophagic cascade, an important feature of VCP-associated disease.

Paget’s disease of bone is characterized by disorganized architecture, reduced mechanical strength and focal abnormalities of increased bone turnover affecting one or more skeletal sites (50,51). There is increasing evidence that abnormalities in autophagy may contribute to PDB pathogenesis in a mouse model (52). Linkage and positional cloning studies provide strong evidence that the mutations in the gene encoding p62/SQSTM1 causes Paget’s disease of bone in patients, thereby identifying p62 as a critical player in osteoclast signaling in PDB (53) and as a cause for ALS (54). Remarkably, the LED reduced the formation of Paget-like lesions in the 3-week-old VCPR155H/R155H mutant mice compared with their littermates on the ND. Studies are underway to clarify the association between LED and prevention/therapeutic effect of PDB.

In this report, we established that the effect of a LED reversed the lethal phenotype of the VCPR155H/R155H animals and significantly improved muscle and bone pathology, motor activity as well as myopathic and mitochondrial staining at 3 weeks of age. Our findings further confirm a link between autophagy, fatty acid metabolism and cellular homeostasis. We hypothesize that the LED counterbalances the detrimental effects of the VCP R155H mutation by altering free fatty acid levels involved in various signaling mechanisms critical for survival. Further elucidation of the importance of fatty acid profiles and its connection to autophagic and metabolic signaling pathways could provide insights for future translational applications. Further studies are underway to analyze the brain and spinal cord pathways of our in vivo model, which offers the prospect of understanding the translational cellular/molecular mechanisms and

### Table 1. Thoracic and cervical kyphosis in WT and VCPR155H/R155H animals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diet</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Angle (°) thoracic kyphosis</th>
<th>P (WT versus VCPR155H/R155H)</th>
<th>Angle (°) cervical kyphosis</th>
<th>P (WT versus VCPR155H/R155H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>VCPR155H/R155H</td>
<td></td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>VCPR155H/R155H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>146.5 ± 5.2 (n = 4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
<td>120.75 ± 4.4 (n = 4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>144.25 ± 3.8 (n = 5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
<td>130 ± 1.5 (n = 5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>141.6 ± 1.4 (n = 5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
<td>119 ± 2.2 (n = 5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>145.6 ± 0.8 (n = 4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
<td>111 ± 2.5 (n = 4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* denotes a statistical significance of P < 0.0001.
the development of dietary novel drugs to treat patients with VCP-associated neurodegenerative diseases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics statement and animal models

All experiments were done with the approval of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC Protocol #2007-2716-2), and in accordance with the guidelines established by the National Institutes of Health. Animals were housed at University of California, Irvine vivarium and maintained under constant temperature (22°C) and humidity with a controlled 12:12-h light–dark cycle. Mice were euthanized by CO₂ inhalation followed by cervical dislocation in all experiments.

Normal and lipid-enriched diet regimens

VCP heterozygote pregnant dams were chosen for this study and placed on the ad libitum LED (2019 × Teklad Rodent Diets, Harlan Laboratories, Inc., Madison, WI, USA) or standard ND (2020 × ) (Supplementary material, Table S2). At weaning, the animals were separated and continued to receive the same diet. The homozygous and WT animals were both on a C57BL/6J background. All experiments performed in this study were checked genetically and identified by genotyping (Transnetyx, Inc., Cordova, TN, USA).

Weight and grip strength measurement studies

Weights of the VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> and WT animals on the ND and LED were measured on a weekly basis to follow body mass development. Muscle strength of the forelimbs was measured using a Grip Strength Meter apparatus (TSE Systems Gmbh, Hamburg, Germany) as described previously (55).

Electromyography measurements

Neurophysiological terminal EMG recordings were performed in vivo in the limbs of 3-week-old VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> and WT mice under Ketamine-Xylazine anesthesia. The following muscles were examined: bilateral tibialis anterior, bilateral hamstrings and bilateral medial gastrocnemius muscles, and unilateral thoracic paraspinal muscles. Patterns of insertional and spontaneous activity were noted in all these muscles along with pattern of motor unit potentials evoked by movement of limbs caused by noxious stimuli given to the footpads. All recordings were made using a Nicolet Viking Quest portable EMG machine (Cardinal Health, Hudson, WI, USA).

MicroCT imaging

MicroCT scans were performed by scanning 3-week-, 4-month- and 9-month-old WT and VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> mice with a large area CT camera. The reconstructed microCT images were analyzed and trabecular structural parameters were determined using the Inveon Multimodality 3D Visualization software.

Histological and immunofluorescence analysis

Quadriceps muscles from 3-week-, 4-month- and 9-month-old VCP<sup>R155H/R155H</sup> and WT mice were harvested. Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining was performed using routine methods and analyzed by light microscopy (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY, USA) (55). For immunohistochemical analyses, sections were stained with TDP-43, ubiquitin, VCP, LC3-I/II and p62/SQSTM1. All primary antibodies were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, MA, USA). Subsequently, sections were washed with 1 × phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and incubated with fluorescent-conjugated secondary antibodies (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 1 h at room temperature and mounted with DAPI-containing mounting media (Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA) and analyzed by fluorescence microscopy.
Assessment of mitochondrial markers

Histochemical analyses were performed by Gomori Trichrome staining and activity levels with SDH (Sigma–Aldrich) and NADH (Sigma–Aldrich) were performed on quadriceps muscles from the VCP R155H/R155H and WT mice as previously described (56). Quadriceps cross-sections were incubated with SDH or NADH for 2 h in the incubator at 37°C. To check for lipid deposits, quadriceps sections were stained in Oil Red O solution for 10 min, rinsed in 60% isopropanol, counterstained for 1 min in Harris’ hematoxylin followed by a 2 min bluing step. Following incubation, slides were cooled off for 5 min at room temperature and mounted with Aquamount (Thermo Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The staining intensity was evaluated using light microscopy.

Protein extraction and analysis

Quadriceps muscle samples from 3-week-old VCP R155H/R155H and WT animals were harvested and extracted using the NE-PER Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction Kit (Thermo Scientific). Protein concentrations were determined using the NanoDrop and separated on Bis-Tris 4–12% Nu-PAGE gels (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA). Expression levels of proteins were analyzed by western blotting using VCP (Thermo Scientific), TDP-43, p62/SQSTM1, LC3-I/II and ubiquitin-specific antibodies. Equal protein loading was confirmed by α-tubulin or β-actin antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) staining.

Lipidomics analysis

Lipids were extracted from flash-frozen quadriceps muscles and livers of 3-week-old VCP R155H/R155H and WT animals on ND and LED as previously described (57). Additional lipidomics methodology is described in Supplementary material, Table S1.

In Vitro ceramide treatment

Fibroblast cultures were prepared from skin dissected from VCP R155H/R155H and WT mice fed a ND. Briefly, for fibroblast cultures, the skin was washed with PBS and cut into 5- to 10-skin pieces and put in the center of a 35-mm culture dish. A coverslip was placed on the skin specimens with a few drops of DMEM. Cells were grown in humidified 5% CO2 at 37°C in a humidified chamber. Stop reaction was added for 15 min after which the cells were washed, counterstained and prepared for analysis. The percentage of TUNEL positive cells was calculated by counting all cells and TUNEL+ cells per chamber. These experiments are representative of triplicates.

Statistical analysis

Means were used as summary statistics for all experiments. We compared the above studies—including weights, activity, immunohistological and in vitro studies—among ND- and LED-fed VCP R155H/R155H and WT mice using mixed model analysis of variance and pair-wise t-tests. For EMG studies, statistical results were obtained using the chi-squared test. For lipidomics and TUNEL+ cell analyses, results are expressed as means ± SEM and significance was determined using two-tailed Student’s t-test or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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